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Seating
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T51
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Live™ II
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Live™ II

Snap™

Snap™ Rexxi 2™

Jet™ Live™ Quello™

Snap™

Zego™

Zego™

Zego™

Rexxi™ 2

Series Y

Jet™

Jet™

M11 Zadi

ZadiM11Jet™

Jet™

Rexxi™ 2

Parley™ Sofa Parley™ Chair Parley™ Bench Parley™ Round Parley™ Square

Trendway offers a variety of seating options for every space.
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Elea®

Elea |  EXECUTIVE + CONFERENCE

The Elea chair was designed with every line and curve to be both  
aesthetically distinctive and pleasing. Crafted with premium  
materials, Elea redefines sitting by seamlessly moving with  
your body while integrating with your workspace.  
 
It will move you, literally.

UPHOLSTERY COLORS

Grey MeshBlack Mesh

Elea Seating available in Black Mesh with Black Chair and Grey Mesh with White Chair.

Introducing Elea

Elea |  Suspended Seat Pan  |  Alloy Steel Rods provide elevated comfort  |  Adjustable Tension  |  Height Adjustable  |  Breathable Mesh  |   
Tilt Lock  |  Hubless Casters

Our patent-pending suspended 
seat inherently moves and adapts 
to your body—all while maintaining 
stability and comfort. 

Designed to Move
Elea challenges stagnation through movement while sitting. Elea 
moves with you.

Engineered to Suspend
Fellowes created a revolutionary chassis that suspends the seat 
freely — a concept never before seen on a chair.
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T51

GUESTTASK EXECUTIVE EXECUTIVE T51  |  EXECUTIVE 

Winner of four international design awards, the T51 Chair combines comfort 
technology with elegant design. The sleek profile is shaped to fit the natural 
curve of the body.  A full array of standard ergonomic adjustments let T51 
easily fine-tune to support every user, and it’s rated to support up to 300 lbs. 
The T51 Guest Chair’s simple cantilever design is ideal for conference rooms 
and side seating. And all T51 models are on Trendway’s Express program for 
quick 3-day shipment.

UPHOLSTERY COLORS

Black Leather

Black Leather

Grey Black

T51 Guest Seating available in Black Leather and Black Knit only.

Simple sophistication

T51  |  Ergonomic S-shape back  |  Innovative lumbar support  |  Height, depth and pivot adjustable arms  |  Adjustable seat depth  |  Forward tilt  
mechanism  |  Polished aluminum or black base and arms  |  Multi-position back stop  |  Synchronized tilt mechanism with side tension control  |   
Optional headrest  |  Easily replaceable back and seat cushion    

Watch the T51 adjustment video at Trendway.com/T51

A chair for everywhere

Sketch  |  Multiple back options  |  Multiple chair mechanisms  |  Adjustable seat depth option  |  Open loop or four-way adjustable armrests  |  Standard black or 
optional polished aluminum base with loop armrests

Sketch  |  MESH BACK STOOLLEATHER HIGH BACK MID BACK

Sleek, tailored and loaded with ergonomic features, Sketch seating performs in 
every work environment, at a price that will make you smile. 

Sketch is offered with an upholstered or mesh back. The upholstered back can 
be specified in mid or high back, with standard height adjustment. An array  
of comfort control options are available, and a choice of black or polished  
aluminum arms and base. All models are rated to support up to 300 pounds.  
If you need quick delivery, the Express model ships in just three days.

Code Proportioned for comfort

With a lean, smart profile that’s generously built for comfort, Code adjusts  
easily to provide supportive seating for people large and small. 

The beautiful polished aluminum frame defines a supportive mesh back.  
Executive and Task models provide standard full ergonomic controls, including 
adjustable arms and seat depth. The Conference model provides affordable  
elegance. All models except the Stool are rated to support up to 300 pounds.

EXECUTIVE  |  LEATHER STOOL  |  MESHTASK  |  MESH CONFERENCE  |  MESHCode  |  EXECUTIVE  |  MESH  TASK  |  LEATHER

Code  |  Synchronized tilt mechanism with side tension control  |  Mesh back with upholstered seat or full leather upholstery  |  Features available on select  
models include: Adjustable armrests or polished aluminum loop design  |  Seat depth adjustment  |  Adjustable headrest  |  Polished aluminum base and seat  
back supports (standard)

Sketch Snap

Hardworking seating that makes day-long comfort a Snap. With many  
ergonomic features and a wide array of design options, it’s easy to select a 
Snap chair just for you. Choose between a black or polished aluminum base, 
and a Loop or Adjustable arm. There’s a Snap to suit everyone.

Ergonomic seating for day-to-day performance

Snap  |  Feature options include: Multiple chair mechanisms  |  Adjustable armrest or loop design  |  Mid back or high back  | Fully upholstered seat and back  
with height adjustment (standard)

Snap  |  HIGH BACK MID BACK 
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Series Y

Rexxi 2

Series Y provides comfortable, affordable Executive seating that ships quick.  
The molded foam contour back and waterfall-front are designed for comfort. 
Includes standard pneumatic seat height adjustment, pivot knee tilt and Black 
bonded leather upholstery. Ready for immediate delivery with our fast  
Express shipping.

Rexxi 2 makes selecting a great chair simple, with all the best features  
standard in one package: comfort, ergonomics, adjustability and value. The 
innovative spring-coil enhanced cushion provides truly remarkable comfort. A 
stylish mesh back and classic black upholstery complement any interior and 
the chair easily adjusts for users of all sizes — it’s even rated for up to 300 lbs.

Good looks, great value 

Simply, a great chair

Rexxi 2

MID BACK 

Series Y  |  Knee-tilt mechanism  |  Black bonded leather  |  Five-position tilt lock  |  Seat height adjustment  |  Tilt tension control

Series Y  |  MID BACK

TASK STOOL

Seat Cushion

Coiled comfort springs

Firmer support at back of cushion

Additional foam support layer

Added foam layer for overall comfort

Soft support at the front of cushion

Zego

Zadi

Ready, set, Zego!

Just Right

Go for the best in design, comfort, quality and value in a flip/nest chair! 
Zego embraces the body with comfort and pleases the eye with style.  
The smooth, responsive flexing back enhances user comfort, especially 
during long meetings or training sessions. Zego zips into place when 
needed, then nests snugly out of the way when not in use. Perfect for 
spaces where people meet, learn, work, and relax.

Zadi is a versatile multipurpose chair that adds refined, contemporary 
appeal wherever it’s put to work. The slim, stylish profile reflects today’s 
lighter, more flexible office aesthetic.  

An ample menu of fabric, finish and style options lets you select the look 
and feel to enhance any décor. Upholstered, non-upholstered and mesh 
back options all complement the classic chrome base, as well as the 
platinum and black base. It’s just right for so many spaces.

Zego  |  Black

7 standard upholstery colors, additional options available.

Gold Red Blue GreyOrange Green

UPHOLSTEREDUPHOLSTERED  |  SHELL BACKUPHOLSTERED  |  MESH BACKZadi  |  Mesh Back

Black Navy Light GrayRed White

COLORS
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Quello

Live

The Quello Bar Stool makes a bold statement — quietly. Long, 
slender, polished legs support a slim, gracefully curved seat, 
molded to support the human body. The stool is scaled for a  
wide range of body types, with a generous seat pan and well-
placed foot rest for user comfort. Classic Red, White and Beech 
colors complement the Chrome steel frame.

Live a little! Practical Live seating combines style, comfort and versatility. 
Whether it’s private office, counters, cafés, shared space or break rooms, 
there’s a Live model ready to go to work for you. 

Generous proportions welcome users of every size, and side chairs stack  
and gang with ease … a chair you can live with. 

Elegance for any setting

There’s so much to love about Live

Live  |  SIDE/STACK Live II  |  SIDE/STACK Live  |  CAFÉ

Quello  |  WHITE  RED  BEECH WOOD

Jet

Need flexibility and versatility? Count on Jet! Fully-optioned Stack, Task, Tandem and 
Café Stool models are all part of the family. Offered in a wide selection of colors, Jet’s 
ergonomically-contoured polypropylene shell provides flexible comfort and durable 
performance. Stacks up to 40 high on the optional Cart. Upholstered and non-uphol-
stered shell, Black and Platinum frame options available. 

Mobile, stackable, and ultimately adaptable

Jet  |  STACK

Ivory Light 
Gray

Medium
Blue

Teal 
Green

RedYellow
Green

Medium 
Gray

Graphite Yellow

COLORS

Black

Jet  |  Tablet arm and book rack options available on Stack model  |  Available with or without upholstery  |  Stacks 40 high on cart, 10 high on floor (non-
upholstered); 10 high on cart or 5 on floor (upholstered)  |  Durable steel frame available in Black or Platinum for Task seating  |  Stack and Stool   |  Models 
also available in Chrome

TASK STOOLCAFÉ STOOL TABLET ARM + BOOK RACKOptional cart for 
Jet Stacker

M11 Personality meets functionality

Our M11 seating blends fun, form and innovative function for a unique seating 
experience. The smooth, flexing seat design responds to the user to provide 
maximum comfort in a multi-purpose chair. Options include arms or armless, 
tablet arm, under-seat book rack, ganging glides and storage cart.

RedDark GreyPebble GreenBlack BlueIvory

COLORS

M11  |  Tablet arm, book rack, storage cart and ganging glide options  
Stacks 15 high on cart, 4 high on floor  |  Durable steel frame in Chrome

The smooth, self-adjusting 
design supports motion and 
flexes with your every move 
for greater comfort.
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Plus ParleyAppealing, affordable seating for every environment Solutions for any setting

Sofa  | ARMS  |  ARMLESS Chair  |  ARMS  Chair  |  ARMLESS Sofa Chair Bench  |  LONG  |  SHORT

With Third Space zones, social hubs and amenity spaces becoming a 
more prominent element of space planning, soft seating is not just  
for the reception area anymore. Plus soft seating is a perfect solution 
for all these spaces. Comfortable and supportive, its award-winning 
design brings understated style suitable to a wide range of interiors.

 

Now more than ever offices have to be flexible. Parley answers the 
need with clean lines, comfortable design, and bright splashes of color. 
Sturdy but lightweight for easy rearranging, use the collection for 
formal and casual meetings. Parley provides perfect places for people 
to hang out and relax together.
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Bench Round Square 
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Trendway Products are tested for conformance to SCS Indoor Advantage™ or Indoor Advantage Gold™ requirements. Visit our website to view current certifications for 
specific products.

Most Trendway products conform to the ANSI/BIFMA e3-2014e level® Furniture Sustainability Standard. Visit our website to view current certifications for specific products.


